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MAKING THE LONG TAIL WORK - REFLECTIONS ON
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRY THE PAST 25 YEARS
Christian Thuesen1, Jens Stissing Jensen2 and Stefan Christoffer Gottlieb3
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The paper discusses the development and impact of construction research the past 25
years. Theoretically, the paper builds on two fundamental insights: The Pareto
principle (the 80-20 rule) and the Thomas theorem: "If men define situations as real,
they are real in their consequences" (Thomas and Thomas 1928: 572) - a fundamental
sociological principle. The Pareto principle is applied using the concept “The long
tail” (Anderson 2006). Based on “the long tail” the three different production
paradigms of mass production, mass customisation, and individual customisation are
identified. The paper argues that construction in the 1950s and 1960s was driven by a
“mass production” paradigm that from the beginning of the 1980s was replaced by an
“individual customisation” paradigm in which construction became a matter of
tailoring unique buildings to each customer. These two different paradigms have been
driven by two more or less unarticulated myths. In the 1960s buildings were viewed
as standardised while they from the 1980s onwards have been viewed as unique.
Based on the Thomas theorem it is argued that these myths have had a substantial
impact on the way we build. Consequently, today’s predominant view of buildings –
as unique – implies that: 1) the nature of the construction processes is chaotic, 2) the
buildings are realised through onsite project work rather than through offsite
production; and 3) project management is the fundamental management principle.
The paper further identifies how attempts to develop new construction practices like
partnering and lean implicitly reproduce this myth. The result is that construction
research the past 25 years has been constructing the long tail in a way that hinders
radical development of the construction industry. The paper concludes that if we
allow ourselves to view buildings as both unique but also as standardised we can
create a new platform for developing the construction industry – a Mass
Customisation paradigm.
Keywords: customisation, industrialisation, long tail.

INTRODUCTION
The ambition of this paper is to reflect upon the development of the construction
industry the past 25 years and try to outline a new agenda for research in construction.
Acknowledging this is a very ambitious goal, the paper will of cause be a target for
substantial critique. We hope the critique can give input to the further development of
the paper and the thoughts behind. As our intention with the paper is to open a debate
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regardinng the historrical and prresent devellopment of the
t construcction industtry, the
argumennt will conssequently bee held at a conceptual
c
level.
l
The funndamental wondering
w
iss that there seem to be an ongoingg developmeent/drift in
the consstruction inddustry, whicch is not suppported by research – and
a which tto a very
large deegree is unexplored andd taken for granted.
g
This paper intrroduces thee long tail ass
a conceppt for underrstanding thhis particulaar developm
ment and inddentifies som
me of the
mechannisms, whichh for good and
a bad are structuring
g the construuction indusstry.
We acknnowledge thhat there exxists a varietty of perspeectives on thhe developm
ment of the
construcction industtry. This papper, howeveer, is dedicaated to explore how thee long tail
can creaate new insiights on whhere the consstruction industry is todday, where it has been
and wheere it is heading. In parrticular, we will addresss the develoopment from
ma
companny perspective while wee in anotherr paper will discuss thee trend from
ma
governaance perspecctive.
The papper opens with
w an introduction to the
t concept of the long tail, which is our
paradigms. This
fundam
mental frameework for unnderstanding different production
p
framework is subseequent usedd for understtanding the developmeent of produuction
ms in the coonstruction industry. Itt is argued th
hat these prroduction paaradigms
paradigm
have deeveloped sim
multaneouslly with a parrticular view
w or myths of buildinggs, which
have treemendous innfluence onn the way coonstruction is
i practiced and develooped today.
The papper concludees with an introductionn to Mass Cu
ustomisatioon as a produuction
paradigm
m that bridgges the tradditional Masss Productio
on with todaay's construcction
paradigm
m - Individuual Custom
misation.

THE CONCEP
C
PT OF TH
HE LONG
G TAIL
Based on
o the Paretoo principle (the 80-20 rule)
r
Anderrson (2004) termed the concept
“The Loong Tail” annd developeed it furtherr in the book
k ”The Longg Tail: Whyy the Futuree
of Businness Is Selliing Less of More” (Annderson 2006). It gives an overview
w of a
market by
b juxtapossing the voluume/populaarity of prod
ducts with thhe number oof product
variantss. The Longg Tail refers to the tail of
o the Pareto
o distributioon - that 80 % of the
productt variants reppresent onlyy 20 % of thhe market. As
A we live in
i an increaasingly
individuualised society and as new
n technollogies enablle productioon and distribution
customiised products - the tail part gets intteresting. That’s
T
why the
t future off business
accordinng to Anderrsen is sellinng less of more.
m

Figure 1:
1 The long taail and produuction paraddigms

Figure 1 relates thee long tail too different production
p
paradigms
p
(
(mass
produuction, masss
customiisation and individual customisatio
c
on) exempliified by the car industrry. The
figure shhould be read as a concceptualisation of wheree each produuction paradigm's
primaryy focus is regarding varriation and market
m
size.
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Traditionally, industriaal companiees have focu
ussed on thee small amoount of prod
ducts
that are the most popullar, as thesee can be delivered, baseed on the m
mass producttion
paradigm leeveraging economies of
o scale. Thee most well know exam
mple is the Ford
F
Model T, which
w
in the beginning only was prroduced in one
o variant – an extrem
mely
standardiseed product. As
A Henry Ford
F
put it: “You
“
can haave all the ccolors you want,
w
as
long as it iss black”
However, thhe developm
ment of car manufacturring has evoolved dramaatically oveer the
years. By thhe use of prroduct platfoorms, customers can tooday design their own cars
c like
the well know examplees from VW
W, Skoda, Audi
A
and Seaat. This cappability to deeliver
customer taailored cars increases thhe customerrs’ perceiveed value of tthe car whille the
company caan still leveerage the ecoonomies of scale of maass productiion (Krusch
hwitz et
al. 2000). In this way, car manufaacturers hav
ve addressedd the long taail, making it longer
and bigger, by applyinng mass custtomisation strategies.
s
The last prooduction paaradigm of the long tail is the “indiividual custtomisation”
strategy, whhere every product
p
is realised uniq
quely for eaach customeer. Within th
he car
industry thiis paradigm
m is only adaapted for cerrtain extrem
me luxury caars such as the
t
Aston Marttin.

THE LONG TAIL
L OF THE
E BUILD
DING IND
DUSTRY
But what dooes the longg tail of connstruction in
ndustry lookk like?
Back in thee 1950s and 1960s the building
b
ind
dustry in Deenmark, as w
well as in th
he rest
of Europe, was driven by a “Masss Production
n” paradigm
m (Bertelsenn 1997). Thiis
developmennt was initiaated as earlyy and in thee 1920s fuellled by the iideas of Le
Corbusier. By his workk and blessiing, it becam
me legitimaate for archittects to thin
nk of
industrialisation and thhe implemenntation of mass
m producction principples in the
construction industry began
b
(Boxeenbaum and
d Daudigeouus 2007).
Buildings were
w erectedd for the groowing popu
ulation in thee cities. A vvalued qualiity of
the new buiildings weree an increasse in the size of the apaartments andd they weree further
equipped with
w the latesst technologgies such ass refrigeratoors, large baathrooms, laarge
windows arreas, etc.

Figure 2: Thhe long tail of the buildinng industry

In the beginnning of thee 1980s the mass markeet for housinng decreaseed and a rev
volution
from upcom
ming architeects against the results of the masss productionn paradigm evolved
(Boxenbaum
m and Dauddigeous 20007). In this new
n postmoodern movement archittects as
Jean Nouveel and Frankk Gehry chaallenged Le Corbusier'ss ideas of "lliving mach
hines"
and they deeveloped a trend
t
to produce buildin
ngs which were
w sensitiive to the co
ontext in
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which they were built. Consequently, construction became a matter of tailoring unique
buildings to each customer and location. Figure 2 illustrates this paradigm shift.
Still today we are predominately and tacitly following this “individual customisation”
paradigm as every project starts from scratch trying to satisfy the customer’s
individual needs. The result is that the long tail in the construction industry is
extraordinary long.

THE DRIVING MYTHS OF CONSTRUCTION
"If men define situations as real, they are real in their consequences" (Thomas and
Thomas 1928: 572).
The two paradigms treated above, mass production and individual customisation, have
co-evolved with two more or less unarticulated myths which are discussed further
below. First, we will however briefly explain the notion of myths, as it is used in this
paper.
The concept of myths
We adopt a Laclaudian reading of the concept. According to Laclau a myth can be
seen as: “…a space of representation which bears no relation of continuity with the
dominant 'structural objectivity'. Myth is thus a principle of reading of a given
situation, whose terms are external to what is representable in the objective spatiality
constituted by the given structure.” (Laclau 1990: 61).
Departing from this definition a myth can be seen as a discourse which has been
institutionalised to such an extent that its contingency is forgotten – i.e. as a discourse
which was become objective. Objectivity in this sense should be seen as an extension
of the political as a concept referring to the continuous constitution of the social in
specific ways, which excludes other alternatives; the political takes precedence in the
construction of social configurations. Objectivity can thus be seen as a historical result
of political processes and struggles; as sedimented discourse, being the
institutionalisation of certain rationalities and power in such a way that other
alternatives are forgotten (Laclay 1990).
On the other hand, we have the concept of reactivation of the political, which takes
place as new antagonisms dislocate existing structures and reveal the objective world
as fundamentally contingent and constituted on basis of previous political struggles.
Pedersen (1993) argues that antagonisms are the very basis for talking about political
processes: “The political struggle consists of overcoming or eliminating these
antagonisms hereby weaving together the ruptured social (dis)order in a new stable
order” (Pedersen 1993: 42, own translation).
According to Laclau, this happens as various political groups advocate a specific
critical version of a situation based on their own interests and perspectives. This
process of weaving together the ruptured social order through the constitution of a
new discourse (that is forming a new objectivity by means of rearticulation) is referred
to by Laclau as proposing a myth. In this light, a myth can also be understood as a
hegemonic intervention, a ‘dissolver’ of antagonisms, and “…a critique of the lack of
structuration accompanying the dominant order” (Laclau 1990: 62, in Pedersen, 1993:
42). Thus, myths are on the one hand a misconception of the nature of reality and on
the other hand a necessary horizon for our actions.
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The mythss of the Stan
ndardised and
a the Un
nique
We suggestt - as figure 3 illustratees - that the myths of thhe Standardiised and thee Unique
operated ass horizons foor action. During
D
the modernist
m
peeriod (up intto the 1960s)
buildings were
w viewedd as standarddised while they in the post-moderrn era (most
notably from
m the 1980s onwards) have been viewed
v
as unique.
u

Figure 3: Thhe constructiion of myths in modern an
nd postmodeern constructtion industryy

We contendd that these myths havee had a defin
nitive impaact on the coonstruction
products annd practices in each perriod.
Recently thhe myth of Individual
I
C
Customisatio
on has thus been impliccitly embed
dded in
what some have come to define ass the “naturre” of the buuilding proccess.
As an exam
mple, the “L
Lean Construuction” com
mmunity often states thaat the nature of the
building proocess is chaaotic and coonsequently it follows that
t long terrm planning
g is
more or lesss impossiblle. It is withhin this undeerstanding the
t developm
ment of the Last
Planner Sysstem (LPS) for short teerm planning should bee understoodd, as LPS ex
xactly
enables maanagers to coope with a chaotic
c
building processs.
Lean Consttruction werre thus transslated into an
a expressioon of a broaader strategiic field,
governed by the myth of Individuual Customissation, whicch focussedd on project
managemennt as the strategy for managing
m
con
nstruction (Kreiner
(
andd Christenseen
1991). Thiss project maanagement discourse
d
geenerated toools and strattegies for
navigating in a chaoticc and imperffect world. The “projecct” thus beccame the veh
hicle for
realising buuildings – annd project managemen
m
nt became thhe managem
ment princip
ple. This
is still the predominant
p
t way organnising the bu
uilding proccess today. Table 1
summarisess the differeences of the two paradiigms
Table 1 Connstruction in the light of Mass
M
Producction and Inddividual Custtomisation
Stanndardised

Unique

Societal fram
me
Perceived natture of the buuilding
process
Production paaradigm

Moddern
Com
mplex - but kno
own

Postmodeern
Chaotic

Mass production

Individuaal Customisatiion

Value chain

Integgrated

Fragmentted

Vehicle for reealisation

Prefa
fabrication

Project

Management paradigm

Scienntific Manageement

management
Project m

Cost

Low
w

High

Implementation of Lean

Longg term plannin
ng (Line of
Balaance)

m planning (L
Last Planer
Short term
System)
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In this way,
w conceppts that weree originallyy developed to support mass
m produuction have
been re--shaped by the logics of
o the myth of the Uniq
queness of buildings
b
annd tailored
to suppoort the perceeived chaottic nature off the “indiviidual custom
misation” paaradigm as
they havve been putt to use in thhe constructtion industry
y.
A limitaation, as wee see it in this perspectiive, is accorrdingly that most initiattives for
improviing the perfformance in the construuction indusstry implicittly reproducce the myth
of the unique
u
and chaotic
c
natuure of constrruction. Con
nsequently is
i the constrruction
industryy still strugggling with innefficiency,, high costs etc. To be provocative
p
e one could
argue thhat most of the
t initiativves have beeen symptom
m treatment while
w
not adddressing
the roott courses to the problem
ms of the coonstruction industry.
i
Howeveer, despite the
t prevailinng myth aboout the uniq
queness of buildings,
b
thhe buildingss
look (from an outsiider's perspeective) paraadoxically th
he same. Hoow come it is produced
d
as uniquue and in a chaotic
c
wayy, when in the
t end it looks like thee adjacent buuilding?
The ansswer could perhaps
p
be found
f
in thee institution
nalised practtice-based learning
processees where thhe different professions
p
in their mu
utual interacctions continnuously
reproduuce the domiinant order (Thuesen 2007)
2
and arre shaped inn the image of the
myth.
From ann industrialiised perspecctive it is hoowever absu
urd not to taake advantaage of these
visible and
a hidden similarities as benefitss of econom
mies of scale could be acchieved.
One couuld thus raisse the questtion whetherr there existts a “right” way to view
w buildings.
The shoort answer iss that this iss dependentt on the culttural setting. In this wayy the so
called “nature”
“
of the
t buildingg process is socially con
nstructed baased on the myths. Thee
interestiing point is hence not whether
w
there exists a “right”
“
way to view buildings, but
that ourr view of buuildings havve consequennces. This implies
i
that if we are abble to
reactivaate the sedim
mented social strata; to experimentt with our view
v
of buildings as
being booth standarddised and unnique (insteead of eitherr standardissed or uniquue), it will
becomee possible too create a neew “platform
m” for the developmen
d
nt of the buillding
industryy – a platforrm which coould be term
med “Mass Customisati
C
ion”.

THE ROAD
R
AH
HEAD

Figure 4:
4 Optimisatiion of cost/vaalue related to
t the long ta
ail (based onn Andersen 22006)
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The conceppt Mass Cusstomisation was first co
oined by Staan Davis in Future Perffect, and
further developed by Joseph
J
Pine in his book
k Mass Custtomisation - The New Frontier
F
in Businesss Competitioon (Pine 1993).
Traditionally, customissation and low
l cost hav
ve been perrceived as m
mutually excclusive.
Mass produuction proviided low cost but at thee expense off uniformityy. Customissation,
on the otherr hand, charracterised thhe products of designerrs and craftssmen and itts cost
generally made
m
it a priivilege of thhe rich. (It iss tempting to
t state that the constru
uction
industry’s customers
c
tooday are stuuck with thiis privilege despite theiir income).
The basic iddea of Masss Customisaation is to bridge
b
these two paradiggms by optiimising
the cost/vallue ratio - ass illustratedd in the figurre 4. Tseng and Jiao (22001: 685) define
d
it
as "produciing goods annd services to meet ind
dividual cusstomer's neeeds with neaar mass
production efficiency".
The interesting point iss that the fieeld of Masss Customisaation in consstruction is already
in the makiing. Variouss actors are experimentting with mass customiisation strattegies
like the (noow discontinnued) Danissh initiative Building Lab
L DK (ww
ww.building
glab.dk).
Especially the
t large coontractors arre moving towards masss customisation strateg
gies.
Both Skansska and NCC
C have launnched initiattives for levveraging theeir size through
coordinatedd purchasingg, supply chhain manageement, deveelopment off standard solutions
and platform
ms, etc.
Thuesen annd Jonsson (2009)
(
havee evaluated two
t NCC innitiatives (N
NCC Kompllett™
and the Gerrman platform for houssing), which
h both have aimed to im
mplement th
he mass
F
Figure
4: Op
ptimisation
om.cost/value
of
related
th
he long
taila (b
on And
dersen
2006)
customisati
ion
paradigm
They fouund
thattothe
ere
exists
kbased
key
differen
nce
between
n) the
two initiativves - being their point of departuree. While NC
CC Kompleett™ was try
ying to
benefit from
m flexibilityy through inndustrialised
d manufactuuring processses, the efffort of
the Germann platform was
w to manaage flexibiliity in traditiional constru
ruction - foccusing
on deliverinng value to the customeers and to reeduce costs.

Figure 5: NC
CCs flirting with
w Mass Customisation
C
n

As illustrated in figuree 5 was theirr point of deeparture diffferent, and so was the result.
NCC Kompplett™ seem
med to do alll the right things theoretically speeaking and they
indeed deveeloped a proofound new
w approach for
f buildingg – a well ceelebrated caase on
radical innoovation throoughout the industry. However,
H
theey lost conttrol of the co
osts
compared to
t their norm
mal construcction practicces and the NCC Boardd decided in
n
December 2007
2
to aboolish the invvestment. Co
ompared to this, the Geerman platfo
form has
managed too reduce thee productionn cost with more
m
than 30
3 % over thhe past 10 years
y
while still offering
o
a hiigh quality product carrefully targeeted at a speecific markeet
segment.
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The Gerrman case is interestingg as it contrradicts the predominant
p
t understandding that a
high deggree of mannufacturing is the way forward
f
forr the construuction indusstry.
Comparred to NCC Komplett™
™ the Germaan platform
m is extremely practical and lowtech as it
i takes its starting-poin
s
nt in existinng, predominant in-situu constructioon
practicees.
The twoo NCC initiaatives show
w that findinng a successful mass cuustomisationn strategy iss
a challeenge. Salvaddor, Holan and
a Piller (22009) reach a similar coonclusion inn the
analysiss of 200 com
mpanies woorking with mass
m custom
misation. Thheir conclussion was
that therre is no bestt way to do mass custoomise, but th
hat "Managers must taiilor [mass
customiisation] to an
a existing business
b
- raather than vice
v versa" (p79)
(
On a geeneric level, the movem
ment towardds Mass Cusstomisation in construcction can be
seen as a developm
ment focusinng on leveraaging similaarity - a “staair model” aas illustrated
d
in figuree 6. The figgure should be read as how
h to integ
grate the ability to leveerage
similarity and still maintain thhe necessaryy flexibility.. The more you
y move tto the left
towardss mass produuction the more
m
you staandardise your
y
processses and prodducts and
reduce the
t flexibiliity towards the market.

Figure 6:
6 Leveragingg similarity in
i the long taail - a “stair model”

A prerequisite for leveraging
l
s
similarity
iss an integratted value chhain. This im
mplies that
operatinng with masss customisaation presupppose the deevelopmentt of strategicc
partnersships and maybe
m
even new
n types of
o companiees. Here it iss extremelyy interesting
to follow
w the development of AEC
A
compaanies, which
h due to theeir position iin the
value-chhain have thhe organisattional capabbilities for working
w
witth mass custtomisation.
Today the
t institutioonal setup however
h
hinnders the application off mass custoomisation. It
I
is thereffore of outm
most importance that thhe regulators of the induustry is starrting to be
aware of
o what kindd of structurres they are enacting within the inddustry. Thiss further
discusseed in Jensenn et al. (fortthcoming).

RESEARCHIN
NG THE ROAD
R
AH
HEAD
Despite an increasiing interest in applyingg mass custo
omisation prrinciples in
construcction and thhe existencee of plenty of
o cases of implementattions - encoompassing
both faiilures and suuccesses – the
t movemeent is more or less unsuupported byy research.
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The only example in Denmark is the work of Center for Industrial Architecture
(Cinark) which looks upon this field from an architectural perspective.
Existing research within this field (including Cinark and Manubuild1) share the belief,
that the road ahead for the development of construction is increased off site
production. This however seems like a too rigid conclusion as NCCs German platform
for housing has showed that substantial results can be achieved by on site production.
There is an urgent need for supporting the development with research. There is
however no reason for reinventing the wheel. There is a large potential for exploring
the existing body of knowledge (e.g. Hvam, Mortensen and Riis (2008); Cooper and
Slagmulder (1999)) regarding traditional development, planning and realisation of
products and the possibilities for application in the construction industry. This
includes tools and practices like:
• Modularisation
• Configuration
• Platform thinking
• Purchasing activities, volume concentration and internationalisation.
• Postponement strategies
• Target costing and value engineering
In developing a new field of research it is important to be aware what kind of reality
we are constructing by our research. As mentioned, construction is not driven by its
own nature – although it sometimes could appear so. As practitioners and researchers
we are constructing this nature ourselves while we are at the same time also
constructed by it. Accepting this introduces a dilemma in terms of the validity of the
research. A way forward is to legitimate research within construction in two ways – a
constructive and deconstructive way. Within the constructive area focus should not be
on “finding the truth”, but in what kind of “truth” we are creating with the research.
Research within this area should be driven by the impact of the research.
But this paradigm can’t live without a deconstructive paradigm continuously operating
to deconstruct the developed solutions and the nature/culture of construction. It is
within the dialog between these two paradigms – a fruitful research agenda for
construction can be developed.

CONCLUSION
This paper has introduced the concept of the long tail as a framework for
understanding the development of the building industry. It is argued that most of the
construction industry today is driven by the myth of uniqueness of building. This myth
is inherently disabling the possibilities for fundamentally changing the construction
industry into an effective and systematically innovative industry. The paper argues
further that if we allow ourselves to look at buildings as both unique but also similar
we can create a new platform for developing the construction industry – a platform
within the Mass Customisation paradigm. The industry is already developing and
implementing strategies inspired by this approach, but research to backup and
question this development is missing.

1

An industry-led collaborative research project on industrialised construction, part-funded by the EU
(www.manubuild.org).
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